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Dri£111.1-2.LMAIM111: 

On April 2nd,  1944, Mr, H. J. Stevenson, Assistant 

Director General,  Army Engineering Design Branch, Department 

of Munitions and.  Supply, Ottawa, Ontario,  submitted two 

snowmobile bogie  suspension brackets for examination. This 

request is covered by Requisition No. 641, AEDB Lot No. 533, 

Report  No 107 "D". The  bogies had broken up badly in field 

testing, one at 1,760 miles and  the other at an unknewn 

mileage. Both  bogies  were fabricated by Farand & Delorme, 

Montreal, quebec ;, 

The  plant of Farand & Delorme was visited frem 

April 25th  to  eth,  1944, to obtaln_information  as to welding 

and  stress-relieving practice. The following information 

was obtained: 

It would appear that the bogies submitted for exam-

A.nation had not boon stress-relieved prior to field testing. 

There are  in stock sufficient bogies to equip approximately 

150 vehicles, Some of those bogies have been stress-rell.eved 
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(Origin of Materiel, contld) 

at 700 °  F., some at 950° Fo b  and some at 1150° Fo b  all for 

varying periods of time. Tho  se treated at the latter tempera-

ture were in accordance with the recommendations of this 

Department, except that inetead of the recommended time of 

1  hour the time temperature had been increased to 3 hours, 

following which the brackets had been cooled overnight in the 

furnace° The deviation from recommended procedure would be 

beneficial and no criticism is advanced on this ecore. 

Unfortunately, it appears to be exceedingly difficult to 

determine accurately whieh bogies have received the low 

temperature treatment and which the high temperature treatment. 

The normal eervice lire of the vehicle is expected 

to be from  4,000  to 5,000 miles and it is desired that the 

bogies have this service life, Field tosts in the past, with 

weaker compression springs, have shown bogie eervice life to 

be in the neighbeurhood of  4,000 miles. A recent design change 

introduced compression springs of double compression strength 

as compared to the former eprings, Within Farand & Delorme it 

is believed that the higher compression spring strength is a 

prominent ractor in the service failure of the bogies submitted 

for examination. 

Object of Investigation:  

1. To determine the cause of failure of the bogies. 

2. To make recommendations to eliminate the cause 

of failure. 

Procedure: 

(1). Both bogies were nhotographed as eeceived (aee 

Figures 1 and 2), For purposes of identification s  these will 

be referred to hereafter as Samples A and B5 respectively. Both 
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(Procedure,  cent d)  

bogies were subsequently cleaned nnd subjected to a careful 

visual inspection, 

(2). Chemical analysis samples were machined from 

various parts of the bogie which had fractured. The following 

table lists the part number s  material specification on the 

blue print, and the chea2ical analysis obtained in these 

Laboratories: 

Part No 	A38421 30418 	38422 33433 N0D0 B38417 

Speelfication SAE 1020 SAE 1015 SAE 1020 Mild Steel SAE 1015 
	 or  1020 	 or  1020 

-  Per cent  - 

Carbon 	- 0.22 	0.09 	0.06 	0.29 	0,18 
Phosphorus  - 0G008 	0,009 	0,007 	0.031 	0,013 
Sulphur 	- 0,025 	0.024 	0.030 	0,049 	0,028 
Manganese 	- 0 040 	0,44 	0.30 	0,57 	0,51 
Silicon 	- 0.08 	0 0 005 	0,005 	0,01 	0,13 
Chromium 	- None, 	Nona, 	None. 	None° 	None. 
Nickel 	-  None. 	None. 	None. 	None. 	None. 
Molybdenum  - Trace. 	Trace. 	Trace. 	Trace, 	Trace. 

(3). Transverse  sections  of the main pipe frame  of 

Sample  D were deep-etched  in 50 per cent  HC1  at 180 °  F. for 

10  minutes,  Figures 3  and 4  show  the appearance  of  these 

;.;ections  after this treatment. 

(4). Sections  ef  ail  fractured  parts  were examined 

under  the microncope,  Figures 5, 6 s  7 and  8 show respectively 

the  structures of  the pinion nupport  ta'be fractured edge s  the 

normal pinion support  tube e  the fractured edge and crack  of the 

angle iron brace, and  the normal angle iron brace. These  are 

from Sample A. 

Figures 9,  10  and  11 show respectively struc-

tures  of the edges of  the  fractures  of the  two pipe frame 

members  and the base  plate material. These specimens  are from 

Sample 

(5).  Hardness readirs, using a  Vickers machine and 
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(Procedure, contd) 

a 10-ki1ogram  load,  were taken on all fractured members.  The 

following  table shows the average of 4 readings in each CROO; 

Vickers Hardness bumbers 

Normal  angle 	 - 
Heat-affected  zone of angle - 
Normal pinion  support tube - 

182 
283 
171 

_Sample 4  - 

Normal pipe  frame member 
Heat-affected zone of pipe 

Normal pipe  frame member 
Heat-affected zone of pipe 

MN,  

(6).  Transverse bend toets on secticns  of pipe frame 

members of  Sample B indicate good ductility  in both  members. 

Discussion:  

A  visual examination of Sample  A  reveals  that both 

the angle  iron brace  and the pinion support tube  fractured in 

the  heat-affected  zones of the welds. It would appear  that  the 

angle  iron brace broke first and the  additional  load applied  to 

the pinion  support tube WaS too great  for the  latter.  The 

chemical  analysis  and the micro-examination  of  both  of theee 

failed parts  reveal that  the angle iron  brace  is  of a composi- 

tion  which must  be welded with care if trouble  is to be avoided. 

In  this  particular  case a thin layer  of weld metal  has produced 

the  conditions  for high heat-affected-zone  hardness. The micro-

structure in  this area le coaroe-grained, with ferrite  grain 

boundaries, This  condition, pluce coneiderably higher  hardness, 

results  in both  low  impact resistance  and low  fatigue  strength. 

The analysie  a d the  micro-examination  of the pinion  support 

tube reveal  no  evidence of subotandard  material or of  welding 

defects.  This supports the  belief that the  failure in  this 
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(Discuesion, cont ,d) 

member is due to prier failure of the brace. 

A visual examination of Sample B reveals  that  the 

welding is, from the etandpoint of welding defects, not 

responeible for this failure. Micro-examination  revealed no 

evidence of faulty welding.  It  is most important,  however„  te 

nota that  the photomicrographo of specimene from  both sample@ 

show little or no deformation at fractured edgee.  This ic 

eharacteristio of materials which fail When un der  severe  strees 

in  three directione at right angles to one another.  When these 

conditions prevail, local yielding te tgposed additional streesee 

is imposeible since the additional stresses are oppoaed  by  other 

high  stresses. The result le a brittle typa of failure.  It 

wouid seem that at leant one possible cause of failure of  this 

particular bogie is either that it bas not been etress-relleved 

after  welding or that the street) relief has been at such a low 

temperature as to be ineffective. The ultimate result of thin 

has been severe locked-up welding stresses in the bogie when  it 

was subjected to field testing° 

Chemical analyeie of parte of Sample B indicate  that 

there is cause for grave concern as to the quality of the 

material employe&  it was  round  that the two most highly 

stresse(1  parte of the acsembly were of substandard materials 

(parte Nos, 38422 and 38418). This being the case, another 

poesibillty of cause of failure Is introducede Materiale  of 

this componitim cannot be expected to withstand the service 

stresses whica the designer has reccgnized as needing  higher 

strength material it would seam that the system  of acceptance 

of material on the basis of a chemical certification  from the 

supplier is of questionable value,  A  review  of  this system 

with a view to closer control material composition is  certainly 
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warranted. 

The increase of compression spring etrength should 

result  in  reduced frequency of "bang through"; that is, impact 

producing complete . compreesion and Metal-to-metal transmission 

of  °hock. Metallurgically epeaking e  rapid loading of a part  Is 

not  nearly so liable to produese failure as direct impact, It 

is  considered that thie de:nee change should produce improve . 

ment of bogie life rather than reduce ito 

The hardnesn readings are .normal, The higher hardnesiss 

encountered in the material remote from welde are attributable to 

the  hardening effect of cold drawing, The hardnesnes in the 

heat-affected zones of welds are lower than that  of the normal 

material, demonstrating the elimination of the effect of cold-

working and also that there is ne detrimental response te the 

thermal cycle of welding 

The good ductieetty ce the be tests of the pipe frame 

members ie additiona/ evidence pointing to-  high loeked-up weld-

ing stresses, since eectioning to remove the spectens entirely 

eliminates these stresses c  

it is our -understanding that a set of bogies,  stress

relieved by the'precess recommended by thene Laboratories, is 

now undergoing field trials Should these bogien give eatie-

factory service, the  bogies already fabricated ehould be 	 • 

accepted to &void a production delay and the question of material 

composition should be-  waived in thie'particular instance. However, 

future production materials should bi=; cloaely checked, This field 

trial will definitely indLeate whieh of the two causes of failure 

is most important, 2rovided that the bogies under  test  also  con-

tain  bstandard material. 

lawlmax...e.e.œemo 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

1 ,  Welding 1.E only indirectly responsible for  the 

failure of these bogies, Sample A failure is due to the  use 

of a high.carbon angle iron brace. This material  must  be 

handled with care  in welding. First failure probably occurred 

In the  heat.affected zone of the  brace and the additional load 

thrown  en the pinion support tube  produced its failure. 

2. There are two possible causes of failure of 

Sample 1.3: (a) severe locked-up welding stresses which  have 

not been eliMinated by an effective strese-relleving treatment, 

and (b) the Use  of substandard materials in the most highly 

stressed members cf the bogie. 

3. Al).  fractured edges  show  little  orne  deformation s 

 indicating brittle  type of failure characteristic  of eeverely 

stressed materials, 

4. good ductility results from bond  tests made on 

pipe frame members further  support the probability  of locked-up 

stresses. 

5. Ïric:easinr  compression-spring strength should tend 

to increase bogie life by reducing the frequency  cf severe 

impact. 
alw11.•••••• 

Recommendations:  

1„ Tho  acceptance or rejection of  the bogies now in 

stock  should be decided by-  the resultn of the field  tests of a 

sot of stress-relieved bogies now undor er:: 	In the event that 

these bogies Give normal service life the remaining  bogies 

should be accepted and  the question of material  composition 

waived  in this  instance, In the event of  early failure ,  there 

seems to be no alternative to rejection since non-destructive 

teating  of individual  bogie  parts la impractical. 

2.  Al?  angle braces should be jcined  to the bogies 
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(Recommendations, contid) 

by means of a  double-paas weld° This will refine  the  grain 

and  reduce the hardness Dr the heat-affected zone of  this high-

carbon material° 	tress relief alone would reduce  the  hardness 

but would  have no grain-refining effect. 

3. The material specification for the angle iron 

brace  (Part No. 38433 N.D.) should be changed from %aid steel" 

to  an  SAE specification° The terminolcgy of "mild steel" le 

too indefinite and proviCes 7rounds for use of personal opinion 

as  to  auitability of material, 

40 All bogies before being released to production 

should be subjected to a stress-relieving treatment at 115°- 

1200 0  F,  for at least one  hour i  followed by a slow cool.  .J;very 

effort  eàould be made to segregate those bogies which have 

received this treatment from those receiving lower temperature 

treatment.  The latter bogies should then be Given  the  proper 

treatment. 

5.  The syetem of accepting material  on  the basis of 

a  supplier  chemical certification appoarn to be  of doubtful 

value° Every  effort should be made to provide  a closer  check 

of the  composition of incoming material. 

00000000000 
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HJN:GHB. 
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Figura 7—, 

SAMPLE A $  AS RECEIVED. 

Arrows  point to fractured areas. 



t
Fa ce 10,

SAtl,PLE Bj, AS RECEIVI-M,

Arrows point to fractured areao Note severe
tearing of base plate and pipe frame meabers o
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Figure 3  

SAMPLE B. - SECTION  OF ONE PIPE  FRAME MEMBER 
AFTER DEEP ETCH IN 50 PER  CENT Hel AT 
180 0  F. FOR  10 MINLTES, 

A fully killed steel. 
111•1110 

Figure 4. 

SAMPLE B. - SECTION OF SECOND PIPE FRAME 
--  MEMBER AFTER DEEP ETCH. 

A rimmed steel. 
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ure 

X100, etched in 2 per  cent nital. 

EDGE  OF  FRACTURE OF PINION SUPPORT 
TUBE OF SAMPLE A. 

Pearlite in  a  matrix  of ferrite. 
Note absence of distortion of 
structure at fractured edge. 

4113:els. ,, 

X100 etched  in  2 per  cent  nita10 

STRUCTURE OF FRACTURED e'NioN SUPPORT TUBE 
OF SAMPLE  A a  REMOTE FROM FRACTURED AREA. 

Pearlite  in a  matrix  of  ferrite. No 
perceptible difference from Figure 5. 



(fa&e_1&:) 

X100 0  etched in 2 par cent nital. 

EDGE OF FRACTURE OP ANGLE IRON 
BRACE OF SAMPLE A. 

Coarae-grained sorbite with ferrite at 
grain boundaries° Note crack following 
grain boundaries° 

.116 

Figure  8. 
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X100, etched  in  2  per cent nital, 

NORMAL STRUCTURE OF ANGLE IRON 
BRACE OF SAMPLE  A. 

Pearlite in a matrix of ferrite. Typical 
banded structure of hot rolled steel. 
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ElEure 9. 

X100, etched 

SAME MATERIAL 
PIPE FRAME 

in 2 per 

AS FIGURE 
MEMBER OF 

cent nital. 

4 9  FRACTURE IN 
SAMPLE B, 

Mostly ferrite with some pearlite. Note 
absence of distortion along fractured edge. 

RIM 

_Eure  10 0  

X100 0  etched In 2 per cent nits], 

SAME MATERIAL AS IN FIGURE 3. FRACTURE IN 
PIPE FRAME MLVBER OF SAMPLE B. 

Pearlite in a matrix of ferrite, Note 
absence of distortion along fractured edge. 



Figure 11. 

X100 9  etchod in 2 per  cent nital, 

STRUCTURE OF  FRACTURED BASE 
PLATE MATLMIAL OF SAMPLE B. 

Typical low-carbon steel structure - 
nearly pure ferrite, 

.1.1.111 
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